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INTRODUCTION
SRI International undertook a novel experimental measurement of the product states formed
by dissociative recombination (DR) of O_, NO +, and N_ as a function of both electron energy and
reactant ion vibrational level. For these measurements we used a recently developed experimental
technique for measuring dissociation product distributions that allows both the branching ratios to
be accurately determined and the electronic and rovibrational state composition of the reactant ions
to be specified.
DR is the dominant electron loss mechanism in all regions of the ionosphere. In this
process, electron attachment to the molecular ion produces an unstable neutral molecule that rapidly
dissociates. For a molecular ion such as O_, the dissociation recombination reaction is
O_+e-->O+O+W . (1)
The atomic products of this reaction, in this case two oxygen atoms, can be produced in a
variety of excited states and with a variety of kinetic energies, as represented by W in Eq. (1).
These atoms are not only active in the neutral chemistry of the ionosphere but are also especially
important because their optical emissions are often used to infer in situ concentrations of the parent
molecular ion and ambient electron densities. Many laboratory measurements have been made of
DR reaction rates under a wide range of electron temperatures, but very tittle is known about the
actual distributions among the f'mal states of the atomic products. This lack of knowledge
seriously limits the validity and effectiveness of efforts to model both natural and man-made
ionospheric disturbances. Bates 1 recently identified major deficiencies in the currently accepted
branching ratios for O_ as they relate to blue and green line emission measurements in the
nocturnal F-region.
During our two-year effort, we partially satisfied our ambitious goals. We constructed and
operated a variable pressure, electron-impact ion source and a high pressure, hoUow-cathode
discharge ion source for O_, NO +, and N_ beams. Translational spectroscopy of the products of
dissociative charge transfer in Cs vapor was used to accurately assay the composition of the O_
and NO+ beams and to develop a methodology for the vibrationally controlled preparation of the
ground state ion beams. Attempts to assay the N_ beam revealed a novel two-electron process in
the charge transfer reactions. 2-4 A coaxial electron gun for the DR measurements was constructed
following an extensive numerical design of the fields.
Testsof the gun, however, found substantial perturbations of the magnetic fields by the
soft iron (CMI-C) assembly containing the Langmuir probe that locates the electron beam.
Hydrogen annealing of the iron failed to eliminate the field perturbations, necessitating the removal
of the probe assembly. During this work on the coaxial electron gun, we discovered that
predissociated high Rydberg states of 02 could be produced by subjecting the molecules to a
sudden perturbation by an electromagnetic field This technique allowed a measurement of the
product branching to the atomic limits for the lowest seven vibrational levels of 05.
ACCOMPLISHMENTS
We wrote two articles as a result of support from the Space Physics program. The flu'st of
these is being published, the second is being submiued for publication. A third article is in final
preparation. We provide summaries of these articles below. Preprints of the fin'st two articles are
included as appendices.
(1) H. Helm, L Hazell, C. W. Walter, and P. C. Cosby, On the Dissociative
Recombination of O_, in Dissociative Recombination: Theory, Experiment,
and Applications III, edited by D. Zajfman, J. B. A. Mitchell, D. Schwalm,
and B. R. Rowe (World Scientific, Singapore, 1996).
A critical review by Bates 1 of O(1D) and O(1S) production in the nocturnal F-region found
glaring inconsistencies among the values of the O(1S) branching ratios from O:)" DR deduced from
the Visible Airglow Experiment, 5 the equatorial F-region profile, 6 the Artificial Auroral Experiment
Precede, 7 laboratory measurements, 8.9 and ab initio calculations. 10A1 We were able to address this
problem by experimentaUy measuring the branching to O(1S), O(1D), and O(3P) atomic products
produced by dissociation of the high 02 Rydberg states formed in the DR, with full resolution of
individual vibrational contributions.
Theory 11 predicts a yield of O(1S) (relative to a yield of 2 for all atoms) of 0.0024 for
v+ = 0, 0.051 for v + = 1, and 0.15 for v + = 2. This vibrational sensitivity is primarily a
consequence of the location of the continuum state that is expected to contribute most strongly to
the DR reaction. Generally higher yields are deduced from satellite-based observations, 12 which
also predict an increase in the yield with vibrational quantum number. By comparison, our
experimental yields for O(1S) increase only slightly for v = 0-2, with values of 0.033, 0.041, and
0.045, respectively, and actually decrease for the higher vibrational levels, in marked contrast to
the vibrational dependence that is currently accepted. On the other hand, our experimental yields
for O(1D) range from 0.73 to 0.82 in the lowest seven vibrational levels. Previous laboratory and
2
satellite-basedobservationsplacethisyieldnear unity, 12 consistent with our more precise
branching values. Queffelec et al. 9 determined quantum yields in the DR of vibrationaUy hot
oxygen molecular ions. Their results of 0.44 for O(1S) and 0.96 for O(1D) are higher than the
results of our study.
(2) P. C. Cosby, A. B. van der Kamp, and W. J. van der Zande, Dissociative
Charge Transfer of NO +, J. Chem. Phys. (submitted for publication).
The NO + molecular ion is notorious for its many, long-lived, electronically excited states
that complicate measurements of this species in ion beams. We applied translational spectroscopy
to the predissociated Rydberg states of NO that are produced by charge-transfer neutralization of
NO + in Cs vapor. Production of these Rydberg states on the ground and excited state ion cores
reflects the relative populations of the corresponding states in the NO + beam. By observing the
dissociation products produced by these states for a variety of ion source conditions, we were able
to identify operating parameters for the electron-impact ion source that allowed the preparation of
ground state NO + with either <5% population in excited vibrational levels, or with varying degrees
of vibrational excitation. Our observations of facile vibrational quenching of NO + by low energy
collisions with NO gas greatly conflict with a rate constant for this process reported by Bien, 13
who estimated the quenching to proceed 103 times slower than is presently observed!
We also investigated the state distribution produced in NO + formed by electron-impact
ionization of n-Butyl nitrite, which was thought 14 to be a good source of ground state NO +. We
were able to show that although a larger fraction of ground state NO + is produced by this scheme,
compared to that formed by ionization of NO, substantial electronic and vibrational excitation is
present in the NO + ions.
Our measurements provide clear evidence for the predissociation of v = 4 in the A22; + state,
which was thought to be undissociated on the basis of lifetime measurements. Tsukiyama et al. 15
attributed their observed decrease in A state lifetime (from the v = 3 to v = 4 levels) to a strong
dependence of the A-X transition moment on internuclear distance. On the basis of our
observations and the recent calculations of Sheehy et al., 16 who find little dependence of the
transition moment on internuclear distance, we can derive that the A(4) level is 16% predissociated.
This source for dissociation is significant for the predicted destruction of NO in the atmosphere,
since the A-X transition is quite strong.
(3) P. C. Cosby, J. R. Peterson, A. B. van der Kamp, and W. J. van der Zande,
Dissociative Charge Transfer of O_(v = 0) in Cs(6s) and Cs(6p), J. Chem.
Phys. (in preparation).
This study was undertaken to establish operating conditions for the ion source that allowed
the preparation of an O_ ion beam with a selected degree of vibrational excitation and the absence
of electronic excitation. Figure 1 of Appendix C shows that both the vibrational excitation in the
ground electronic state and the large population (50%) in the long-lived a4FIu excited state can be
removed by allowing quenching collisions within the ion source. The small population of a state
remaining at the highest pressure shown in Figure 1 is removed by lowering the electron-impact
energy to 20 eV. This process yields an O_ ion beam with >97% of its population in the
X2I-Ig(v = 0) level.
Despite the fact that the dissociative charge transfer spectrum of O_ was thought to be well
understood, our ability to produce a fully quenched beam revealed a series of features that were
assigned to nonresonant production of the 3p_u, 3p_u, and 3dkg Rydberg states. These were
previously unobserved, being obscured by contributions from the vibrationally excited 3Stag states.
We confirmed the assignments by observing near-resonant production of the 3p states in the charge
transfer neutralization of O_ by laser-excited Cs(6p) vapor.
The excited states of 02 are strongly perturbed by Rydberg-valence coupling. These
perturbations, together with the fact that many of the excited states are effectively continua, have
impeded a detailed assignment of the 02 vuv absorption spectrum. Because the production of the
02 excited states in our work is made at internuclear distances relevant to the O_ molecular ion and
the preparation emphasizes their Rydberg character, the energetic shapes of the features differ
appreciably from those observed in the vuv excitation of molecular 02, which emphasizes the
valence character of these states. We are collaborating with B. R. Lewis and S. T. Gibson 17 to
incorporate our dissociative charge transfer spectra with their extensive vuv absorption and laser
excitation measurements to develop a highly accurate model for the 02 excited states.
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ON THE BRANCHING IN DISSOCIATIVE RECOMBINATION OF O5
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Molecular PhysicsLaboratory
SRI International
Menlo Park,CA 94025
ABSTRACT
The product branchingindissociationof Rydbcrg moleculesof 02 ismeasured by
monitoring the spatialand temporal distributionof thedissociationfi"agmentsO + O. The yieldof
the product statesO(IS),O(ID), and O(3P) isdirectlydctc'rmincdinthisexperiment. The
dissociationprocessisinduced by Starkmixing oftheRydbcrg stateswith continuum valence
states,as themolecules areexposed toa transientelectricfieldinthevicinityof a metal surface.
The dissociationpathsopen totheRydberg statesareequivalenttothoseopen toO_ ions
rccombining with low energy electrons.Our measurement isthefirstvibrationallyresolved
experimentaldeterminationof thebranchingof Rydbcrg statesatenergiesinthevicinityand above
theionizationthresholdof 02.
* Present Address: Fakultat fOr Physik, Albert-Ludwigs Universitat, 79104 Freiburg, Germany.
1" Permanent Address: Instimm of Physics, University of Aarhus, DK-8000 Aarhus C, Denmark.
Present Address: Department of Physics and Aslmnomy, Denism University. Granville, OH 43023.
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INTRODUCTION AND EXPERIMENT
Werelx)rtobservationsof electric field induced predissociation of 02 Rydberg states that
liebelow thelowestionizationthresholdv+ ffi0 of O3CX2FIg), as well as forRydberg states
belonging tovibrationallyexcitedlevelsthatlieenergeticallyintheautoionization continuum (but
are stableon the lime scaleofmicroseconds beforethey approach themetal surface).Figure I
shows a schematic potentialenergy diagram indicatingthepositionof theRydberg states
investigated.The neutralmolecules arcpreparedby nearresonantcharge transferof mass selected
O3 ionsincesium. Long livedneutralmolecules areselectedby time-of-flightand theyarc later
dissociatedby electricfieldsthatthemoleculesexperienceinthevicinityofa metal surface.The
vibrationaldependence ofthepredissociationbranchingamong theavailabledissociationlimitsof
02 isinvestigatedand we discussthesignificanceof our measurements forthebranchingfor
dissociativere.combinationof 03 with slow electrons.The apparatusused inthepresent
investigationisessentiallyidenticaltothatused inpreviouswork I"7with one minor exceptionthat
willbc detailedbelow. Following a totalflightdistanceof 250 cm from theelectronimpact ion
source,the O3 beam passesthrough a cellof Cs vapor (seeFig.2). A small fraction(<<1%) of
theO3 beam isneutralizedin theCs vapor,and theresidualcharged particlesleavingthecallare
swept out of the beam by deflectionplates26 cm downsu_.am from the ceil Neutralparticles
travelunimpeded from thecalltoa circularaperture(diameter3 ram) and to aslitassembly (54 cm
fi'omthe charge transfercell).The slit,fabricatedfrom razorbladeswith a nominal radiusof
curvatureoforder I _n, providesan opening of dimension I0 rnm x 0.3 ram. All undissociated
particlespassingthrough theopen areaof the slitarccollectedby a 50 mmx 1.27mm beam flag
positionedI0 cm downstream from theslit.Ifa molecule dissociatesinthe regionbetween theslit
and the beam flagand itsfragmentsescapecollectionby thebeam flag,thesefragmentstravcla
distanceL - I00 cm toa position-sensitived tectorforcorrelatedfragments. The detector
explicitlymeasures the spatial(R) and temporal(At)separationsof the two correlatedfragments
produced by thedissociationof a singlemolecule of mass M, energy E0, and velocityv (E0 = My02
/2) todefinethecenterof mass translationalenergy (W) releasedinthe dissociation:1,8
w OR2+ v t2).
= 4i., 2
(1)
The combination of thenarrow slitand thebeam flaggeometricallydefinesa range of
distancesfrom thedetector,L, forwhich the two correlatedfragments can bc both produced and
detected.The narrow slit(I10.8cm from thedetector)definesthemaximum value forL; the
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beam flag (100.8 cm from the detector) defines the minimum value for L. The effect of an
indeterminacy in L, AL < 10 cm, is to produce a broadening in the W release values calculated
from the fragment temporal and spatial separations, AW/W = 2AL/L. If unimolecular dissocia6on
occurs with equal probability over the full range of the interaction region (AI._10 cm), the
resolution is quite poor with AW/W = 0.18. In contrast, prompt dissociation of a single molecular
energy level prepared by photoexcitation within a -2 mm laser beam diameter is found to yield
AW/W ffi 0.015. 3 The narrow energy release spectra observed in our experiment show that
dissociation occurs promptly, only in the vicinity of the slit assembly.
OBSERVATIONS
Following formation of excited 02* molecules by the reaction
O +Cs C + Cs+, (2a)
a very weak dissociation signal (1 in 108 O_ ions) is observed following passage of the molecules
through the slit assembly:
O_O+O+W, (2b)
where W is the released translational energy. A typical distribution of energy releases observed in
this dissociation is shown in Figure 3. The spectrum in Fig. 3 is a histogram of the number of
detected pairs of correlated fragments (fragment intensity) yielding a given value of energy release
W [Eqn. (1)] in the range 0.5 eV < W < 8.5 eV. Both spectra have been corrected for the variation
of the collection efficiency with energy release. 7
The ratio of the fragment positions for each correlated dissociation pair relative to the center
of the detector is found to be peaked at unity. This is consistent with the dissociation products
being of equal mass, as expected for fragmentation from 02 molecules. In addition, the degree of
correlation in the spatial and temporal separations of the diction fragments proves that the
signal in Fig. 3 does not arise from grazing collisions of the molecules with the surface of the slit.
The energy release peaks in Fig. 3 fall into four groups, each containing 6 or 7 peaks of
significant intensity. The energy release values corresponding to the midpoint of each peak are
given in Table I. Within the experimental uncertainty (+10 meV), the spacings of the peaks within
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each group isidenticaland thesespacingscorrespond m those 9,10 of thevibrationalevelsv=0-6 of
theO{ x2ng smm.
The observed fragrncntanon arises from dissociation of very high principai quantum
number Rydberg stares of 02 built on the O+ (X21"Ig)con: m four distinct dissociation limits,
producing: O(IS) + O(ID), O(ID) + O(tD), O(ID) + O(3p), and O(3p) + O(3p). The energy
assignment alsoidentifiesthevibrationalquantum number of theioniccoreas labelledinFig.3.
Dissoci_on isalsoobserved withan electrostaticpotentialdiiTercnceappliedbetween the
two razor blades.Figure 4 shows theenergy releasespectraobserved atfivenominal valuesof the
electricfield.Each of the spectrain thisfigm'¢isapproximatelynormalized tothe same beam flux
and accumulation mnc toallowcomparison. Itcan b¢ sccnthatthee,xternalfieldaffectsthe
widths,relativeintensities,and nominal valuesof theenergy releasesin thespecwa. The relative
intensityof the v---0peaks increasesincreaseswith appliedfieldup toapproximately 20 V (--dO0
V/cm), whereas the intensitiesforv > 0 decreaserapidly.The mason fortheincreaseinthe signal
originatingfrom Rydbcrg molecules inv = 0 isthatdissociationdue totheexternalelectricfield
contributesunder theseconditions.For Rydberg molecules with v > 0,the externalfieldhas an
adverse effect:itmore efficientlyinduces antoionizafionthandissociation.Consistentwith this
explanation,we observe thatthe peaks correspondingtov = 0 appreciablybroaden tolower W
with appliedfield,indicatingthatincreasinglylower Rydbcrg levelsam affectedby thefield-
induced dissociationprocess. The positionsof thepeaks withineach group shiftslightlytolower
valuesofW with appliedfield,consistentwiththe effectof lowering thedissociationand
autoionizationthresholdwithincreasingexternalfield.
In thepresentexperiment,the statedistributionintheprecursorO5 beam was controlledby
adjustingtheion sourcepressureand residencetimesof theionswithinthesource. The actual
electronic,vibrational,and rotationalpopulationsof theO5 ionsatthe time ofchargc-wansfer
neutralizationwere explicitlydeumnined by observingtheproductsproduced by dissociative
charge wansfer. The resultswere fullyconsistentwith theearlierwork of Walter ctal.6and of van
der Zandc etal.II Briefly,productionof the O5 be.amathigh 02 sourcepressureand long source
residencetirncsyieldedan ion beam with>95% populationinthefirstseveralvibrationalevelsof
theX21"Igstate.Productionof the beam atlow sourcepressuresand shortresidencetimes
produced comparable populationsintheX21"Igand a41"lustates,with the populationof thelatter
extendingtov>14. The dissociatingmolecules were only found in beams containingthea41"Iu
state.This unambiguously identifiesthe electronicstateofthe O5 parentof thedissociative
Rydbcrg atoms (reaction2a) tobc the a41"lu.
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DISCUSSION
NATURE OF THE DISSOCIATING STATES
Clues to the nature of the dissociating states are found in several aspects of the observed
fragment energy releasespecn'a,includingtheenergiesand widths of thepeaks,and thechanges
induced by the applied electric field. The potential energy of the dissociating state 0Eto0 is released
as kinetic (W) and potential (Eint) energy of its dissociation products at infinite separation, Etot =
Eint + W.
In thepresentexperiment,thetranslationalenergy spectrum of the fragmentsspecifically
measures only the kineticenergy component, W. However, thepossibleinternalenergy statesin
the product atoms arerelativelyfew and are widely separatedinenergy. The separationsamong
the fourgroups of peaks observed inthetranslationalenergyreleasespectrum of the02 molecule
match theenergy separationsof thevarious02 dissociationlimits,hence a unique assignmentof
thedissociationproductscan bc made. The electronicstatesof theproduct O atoms areidentified
inFig.3 and inTable I.We notef'n'stthateach group containsdiscretepeaks spaced by roughly
0.23 eV, the vibrationalspacingof the O_ X21"Igstate.Assigning thevibrationalnumbering of
thepeaks as given inTable I,i.e.with thelowestmember of each group assigned asv=0, and
takingWobs = W, thevaluesofElevelfor thefourgroups of peaks arefound to be: 6.9511"0.017
eV for O(IS) + O(ID), 6.973:!.'0.008eV forO(ID) + O(ID), 6.970"_.012 eV forO(ID) + O(3P),
and 6.9531-0.008eV forO(3P) + O(3P). The fourvaluesare reasonablyconsistentand yieldan
energy for v=0 of the dissociating state of 6.963 +- 0.004 eV above the ground state atom limit.
For comparison, the lowest level of the O_ X2flg(v=0) lies at 6.954 + 0.001 eV. Thus, the
dissociating states must lie very close to the ionization limit of the molecule, as indicated in Fig. 1.
To further characterize the nature of the dissociating states, we turn now to the widths of
the translational energy peaks. In simulation of the energy release spectra, we found that the
observed broadness of the peaks is due to an initial population of a range of internal energy levels
of the Rydbcrg molecules (rotational and free-structure) and to the presence of molecules in a range
of values of n. Since the dissociating levels are very high Rydberg states of 02, an internal
structure very nearly that of the O5 X21"Ig state could be expected, i.e. a spin-orbit splitting of
order 0.025 eV and a rotational manifold described by the rotational constants of the ion. Based on
these considerations, the experimental spectra were fit presuming the dissociation of 7 vibrational
levels in a single Rydberg state of 02 with internal energy levels exactly described by the O5 XgFIg
molecular constants, together with an apparatus function characteristic of the present experimental
arrangement. We further presumed that both spin-orbit components have equal populations and
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dissociation m_s, that the rotational population distribution in all vibrational levels can be
c_ by a single Boltzmann temperature (Tro0, 3pj dissociation products in a statistical
distribution, and that the dissociations occur within a region of length AL centered at the slit.
The spectra were found to be well described by a singlerotational temperature Trot =
630+__.50K, comparable to the value observed by Walter et al.17 Also, analysis of spectra recorded
at 3 and 5 keV beam energy yielded the same value for the energy of the dissociating state, Ev+=0 =
6.931 + 0.004 eV, where the error refers only to the standard deviation in the fits. This value lies
31 meV below that estimated from the Gaussian fits (Table D. This was to be expected because
now the energy refers to the lowest energy level rather than to the peak of a rotational and spin-
orbit population distribution. In comparison to the energy of O_CX2Hg) at 6.954 eV, Ev+=0 lies 23
meV lower in energy.
Under the assumption that AL _ 0, the range of participating Rydberg states is essentially
exlual to the difference in energy between Ev+=0 and the ionization energy of 02, 0.023 eV,
corresponding to a series of 02 Rydberg states with quantum numbers in the range from n = 24 to
the ionization limit. Obviously the range will get smaller ff a finite value for AL is assumed. In
any case, the range AL has to be significantly smaller than a few mm to be consistent with the
observed independence of peak width with beam energy. The range of energies over which
excited states participate in the dissociation process for zero field and for a potential difference of
200 V applied to the slit is indicated in Fig. 1.
DISSOCIATION PRODUCT BRANCHING
Table II gives the relative flux of fragments at each of the four dissociation limits. The data
shown representtheaverage between theresultsobtainedat3 kcV and at5 keY beam energies.
The disu'ibutionisdominated by the factthatthegreatestfluxoffragmentsisproduced atthe
O(ID) + O(3p) limitforallvibrationalevels.The nexthigherproductchannel istheproductionof
two ground stateatoms,accountingforroughly 20% of thefragments,but productionof O(ID) +
O(ID) isalsofound tobe significant.The highestenergy dissocian'onchannel,O(IS) + O(ID) isa
relativelyminor channel. No evidence isfound forproductionof O(1S) + O(3p) fragments.Thus
fragments produced at this limit represent < 1% of the total product yield.
DISSOCIATION MECHANISM
It is clear from our results that the processes leading to dissociation of O_ must be confined
to a narrow region in the vicinity of the slit assembly. We propose that the following mechanism is
primarily responsible for the observed dissociation: Let us assume that a very weak channel in the
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charge transfer process leads to production of (n_)X + Rydberg states with a wide range of values
of n and L Rydberg states with low values of l generally have more efficient coupling to the
valence continuum states. Hence, these lower t members of the C_ ensemble of states will be
removed from the beam during the transit period to the slit assembly by predissociation and by
radiative decay. Thus at the slit, only a small concentration of O_ will remain undissociated, and
these will consist primarily of high l and high n Rydberg states. In the immediate vicinity of the
slit, the 02* beam is subjected to sudden changes of the residual electric field. Far from the slit
assembly residual fields stem from stray fields from the vacuum chamber (distance -10 crn) and
the motional electric field (-10 mV/crn for a 5 keV beam) due to the uncompensated earth's
magnetic field. The sudden change in stray fields in the vicinity of the slit will lead to Stark
mixing of the nl states, thereby admixing to all or some of the high t quantum levels components
of the lower t states that are effectively predissociated by the valence continuum states.
The high n Rydberg states are also subject to field-induced ionization and the Stark mixing
can increase the rate of autoionlzation of Rydberg states with v > 0. Since only correlated pairs of
neutra/fragments are detected in the present experiments, the effect of O_ ionization is to remove
molecules from contributingtothedissociationflux. This processisevidentfrom the observed
dependence of the fluxofdissociatingmoleculeson themagnitude of theelectricfieldapplied
acrossthe slit,and from theobservationthatthev ffi0 peaks broaden tolower energy releasewith
appliedfield,whereas v > 0 peaks do not perceptiblybroaden, butonly shifttolower valuesof
energy release.
RELATIONSHIP TO DISSOCIATIVE RECOMBINATION
The variation of the predissociation branching with vibrational level reflects the availability
of the different continuum states of 02 to which the O5 core + Rydberg electron can couple, as
well as the dynamics of thedissociatingsystem asitexperiencesthemolecular continuum. In this
sense, the dissociative process investigated here is intimately related to the molecular dynamics
involved in dissociative recombination (DR) of O5 with electrons, both in the direct as well as in
the indirect DR channel. 12 Therefore, our results can answer the important question of which final
atomic states are produced when a specific vibrational level of superexcited oxygen molecule
predissociates.
Previous investigations of O5 DR were primarily concerned with the rate of formation of
O(Is), theoriginforthe green atomic oxygen emission inthe nightsky.13 Theory 14predictsa
yieldof O(Is) (relativetoa yieldof 2for allatoms) of 0.0024 forv+=0, 0.051 forv+=1, and 0.15
forv+=2. This vibrationalsensitivityisprimarilyaconsequence ofthe locationof the continuum
state that is expected to contribute most strongly to the dissociative recombination reaction.
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Generallyhigheryieldsarededucedfrom sateUite based observations, 15 which also predict an
increase in the yield with vibrational quantum number. By comparison, our experimental yields
for O(Is) shown in Table II increase only slightly for v -- 0-2 and actually decrease for the higher
vibrational levels, in marked conlrast to the vibrational dependence that is currently accepted. On
the other hand, our experimental yields for O(1D) range from 0.73 to 0.82 in the lowest seven
vibrational levels. Previous laboratory and sateUite-based observations place this yield near
unity, 15 consistent with our more precise branching values. Queffelec et al.16 have determined
quantum yields in dissociative recombination of vibrationally hot oxygen molecular ions. Their
results of 0.44 for O(1S) and 0.96 for O(1D) are higher than the results of the present study.
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FIGURE
1.
CAPTIONS
Location of the excited states of molecular oxygen that pardcipa_ in the observed dissociation
process, relative to the lowest vibrational levels of the molecular ion. The potenual energy
curve of one of the continuum sm_s in this en_'gy region is indicated by the dashed curve.
2. Schcmafic of the fast beam apparatus. Excited molecules, produced by charge u'ansf_ in
cesium vapor, arc observed to dissociate in the immediar_ vicinity of the slit, both in the
presence and absence of an electric field applied externally across the slit. The corrvlated
neutral dissociation products are monitored on the position and rime-sensitive detector. The
position of the laser beam, used to calibrate the detector, is also shown.
3. Measured energy release distribution for correlated oxygen atoms formed by dissociation at
the slit in the absence of an external applied electric field. The energy states of the oxygen
atom products and vibrational quantum numbers of the dissociating 02 Rydberg states are
indicaw.zi in the figure.
4. Variation in the distribution of energy releases as a function of the voltage applied to the slit.
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ABSTRACT
Predissociated n=3 Rydberg states of NO, formed by charge transfer neutralization of NO +
in Cs vapor at energies in the range of 3-5 keV, are observed by wanslational spectroscopy of their
dissociation products. The (3po)X + C21-[ and (3pg)X + D 2y_+ states are observed in their ground
vibrational levels with rotational resolution. Higher vibrational levels of these states are observed
and the v--4 level of the (3sa) A2_ + is found to dissociate, in conwast to recent conclusions based
on emission lifetimes. The rovibrational distributions observed in these Rydberg states arc used to
monitor the state composition of the NO + ion beam under a variety of ion source conditions.
Vibrational quenching of NO+ by NO is found to be rapid at near-thermal collision energies, with a
quenching rate constant -10 "I0 cm3/s, in conwast to early estimates for this rate constant that were
three orders of magnitude smaller. A large number of Rydberg states converging to excited
electronic states of NO+ are also observed to be produced in the charge wansfer under conditions
where NO + excited states were expected to be present in the reactant ion beam.
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INTRODUCTION
TheNO+ ion is characterized both by having an unusually low ionization energy (9.25 eV)
and by having a very large number of metastable excited states in the singlet, triplet, and quintet
manifolds that lie at energies 5-13 eV above the ground electronic state. 1,2 These excited states are
copiously produced by direct ionization fi'om ground state NO 3.4 and a large number of the states
are long-lived 2,5,6 on time scales -10 "t s. The effects of these long-lived states have been noted in
early studies of ion molecule reactions 7 and of collision-induced dissociation 8,9 by beam
techniques. Mathis et alJ ° have estimated that 47% of an ion beam created by 100 eV electron
impact on NO gas at low pressure is in long-lived electronically excited states. Rate constants have
been measured for the quenching of NO + states and are found to be quite large for the reaction of
the lowest excited state, a3X +, with NO at thermal energies (5x10 -l° cm3/s),11,12 but are
potentially much smaller for the higher energy states. 13
An additional characteristic of NO + is that substantial vibrational excitation is produced in
the ground electronic state even by direct ionization due to the large difference in equilibrium
internuclear distances of the neutral and ion. Bien 14 has measured the vibrational quenching rate
for NO + xlZ+(v=l,2) state to be small in N2 gas (2x10 -12 cm3/s) and has estimated from his
measurements that the rate is yet smaller (1.5x10 "13x'0-5 cm3/s)in NO gas. These small rates
suggest that the production of a relaxed, ground state NO+ ion beam would be difficult, if not
impossible. The purpose of the present work is to apply the techniques of dissociative charge
u'ansfer in cesium vapor and translational specu'oscopy to identify predissociated Rydberg states of
NO and use the production of these states to assay the electronic and rovibrational state
composition of the NO + ion beam produced under a variety of electron-impact ionization
conditions.
EXPERIMENT
The basic experimental strategy for determining the electronic and rovibrational
distributions in the NO+ ion beam is to measure the translational energies released to the N + O
atom products following dissociative charge transfer (DCT) of NO+ + Cs:
NO + (i,vi)+ Cs --+ NO*(n,vn)+ Cs+
NO*(n,vn) _ N(4S) + O(3P) + W(n,Vn),
(la)
(lb)
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when: i and vi denote the initial elecu'onic state and vibrational level of the NO + reactant and n and
va denote the electronic state and vibrational level of the excited neutral state NO*, and W(n,Vn)
denotes the translational energy released to the atomic products.
The use of Cs as the electron donor in Reaction (la) offers two distinct advantages for
monitoring the ion beam state distribution. First, the 3.89 cV ionization potential of C.s is close to
those of the lowest Rydberg states (n = 3) of most simple molecules, thus the electron capture is
nearly resonant (negligible change in electron energy) for the formation of these states on the inidaI
ion core. This aspect and the large radius of the outer electron in Cs permits long range n'ansfer
with large (100,_ 2) cross sections 15 and little or no momentum transfer to the nuclei. Second, the
Rydberg state, which consists of an ion core with a loosely bound electron, has a molecular
potential energy curve that is very similar to that of the parent ion. Thus the Franck-Condon matrix
governing the vibrational transitions in the electron capture transition is nearly diagonal, [<_IJvi
I_vn >42 - 8vi,v n, and the distribution of vi in the initial ion is closely reproduced in the Vn
distribution of the Rydberg product state. Rotational transitions arc also quite weak in the long
range wansfer. 16 Finally, the lowest Rydberg states generally lie higher in energy than the lowest
dis._cJafion limit of the molecule. Imbedded in the continua of a variety of valence electronic states
and with generally slow rates for spontaneous photon emission, the usual fate of the Rydberg
states is prcdissoclation, Reaction (lb). Through conservation of energy, this allows Rydberg
state rovibradonal levels, which are characterized by _te values of molecularpotentiM energy,
E(n,v,), to be viewed as atomic dissociation products that arc characterized by discrete values of
(center-of-mass)/dnet/c energy, W(n,Vn), and potential energy of the atoms, Eatoms:
E(n,Vn) = I)8 + W(n,Vn) + Eatoms, (2)
where I_ is the dissociation energy of NO (6.4968 eV). 17 Reaction (It)) has be_n written for the
production of ground state atoms (F-,atvms = 0), which is the only OlXm product channel for the
NO+(XI_) ions. For NO + ions in electronically excited shams, the production of one or more
excited atoms is energetically allowed and Eaaans represents the sum of the atomic excitation
energies.
The combination of these three characteristics of DCT in Cs allows a reliable mapping of the
relative rovibrational populanon distribution in the molecular ion beam into a relative flux distribution
in the translational energy spectrum of the atomic dissociation products. This behavior has been
demonstrated for H_2(X25"._), I$,19 o 0arlg),20-23 o (#i'it0,24 and Hell + reactants 2S and it can be
anticipated that it also holds for NO+.
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Translational Spectroscopy
The apparatus used in the present experiments has been described previously 23 and will
only briefly be discussed here. A beam of NO + ions is formed in an electron impact ion source,
accelerated to a selected energy in the range of 3-6 kcV, mass selected, and collimated to -2 mrad
angular divergence by a series of apertures. This collimated NO+ beam then passes through a
heated, stainless steel charge-transfer cell containing Cs vapor The neutralization region of the
oven is nominally defined by 1 mm diameter entrance and exit apertures separated by 5 ram, but
the effective length is found to be approximately twice this distance, presumably due to Cs vapor
conf'med by the surrounding heat shields. The Cs vapor density is regulated by controlling the
temperature of the cell. For the experiments described here, a selected oven temperature in the
range of 65-90C provided an adequate Cs pressure (-1 x 10 -4 Torr) to produce a copious DCT
fragment flux with negligible attenuation of the NO + ion beam. Beyond the immediate region of
the charge transfer oven, the apparatus was maintained at a pressure < 2 x 10 -7 Tort.
Charged particles exiting the oven are swept out of the beam by a weak electric field and
collected. Collimated fast neutrals leaving the oven are collected by a narrow beam flag positioned
either 34 cm or 63 cm downstream of the oven. If an NO+ ion captures an electron from the Cs to
form a dissociative state of NO and the two fragments from this dissociative state are produced
with sufficient velocity perpendicular to the direction of beam propagation to escape collection by
the beam flag, this pair of neutral fragments travels an additional distance to a position- and time-
sensitive detector for correlated fragments (PSD-C). 26 It explicitly measures the arrival time
difference At=t2-tl of the two fragments produced in the dissociation of a single molecule as well
as the radial distance of each fragment's impact on the detector, (RI,R2), relative to the incident
beam axis. Knowing the distance L from the point of molecular dissociation (the charge transfer
oven) to the detector, the initial translational energy E0 of the beam (Eo = My02/2, where M = ml +
m2 and v0 are the mass and initial velocity of NO+), and the measured temporal (At) and spatial (R
= RI+R2) separations of the fragments at the detector define the total center-of-mass energy release
(W): 27
W=E0mlm2M 2 R2+(v0at)2(l__V0atL022L 0 Im_mll) (3)
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The r_o Z
Z_R__t m__Z
(1-I..0)-R2 ml (4)
allows us to determine the fragment masses ml and m2 from the known mass M of the parent
molecule.
For a PSD-C detector of infinite dimensions, the Jacobian for the transformation from the
center-of-massframe of thedissociatingmolecule tothe laboratoryframe of thedetectorisunity.2"/
However, the practicaldimensions of thedetectorrequirethat0.7 cm _ RI,R2 < 3.5cm. This
restrictionon theallowed range of fragment radialseparationintroducesa W dependence to the
collectionefficiencyof thefragments This variationinefficiencyiscalculatedfrom a Monte Carlo
simulationof the dissociationfragment trajectorieswithinthephysicaldimensions of theapparatus.
Fragment spectrashown hereinhave been correctedforthisefficiency.The dimensional
restrictionsof the detector also seta definite limiton the minimum energy releaseWmin thatcan be
observed fora given beam energy E0 and distanceL, where theseparationof the fi'agmcntsis
insufficientfor both fragmentstostrikeactiveareasof thedetector.Two configurationswere used
for the present experiments that allowed flight distances L of either 164 cm or 260 cm, the latter
used to examine processes leading to small energy releases (Wmin - 0.05 eV).
Ion Source
A Nier-type electron impact ion source is used in the present studies. Its active geometry
is a short cylinder of 20 mm diameter and 5 mm length. Electrons from an external, directly-
heated ThO2 coated irridium filament are accelerated to their desired energy, pass through a lmm x
2 mm slit in the cylindrical wall, and are collected on a "trap" plate mounted within the source at the
opposite wall. A weak (-100 gauss) magnetic field provides some collimation of the electron beam
between the filament and the trap. One end of the source has a 1 mm diameter ion exit aperture on
the cylinder axis and the other is formed by a pair of half-circular repeller plates of 15 nun diameter
located 5 mm from the exit aperture and mounted on the wall that closes the cylinder. The ions are
thus sampled at 90 ° with respect to the electron beam axis, which is midway between the exit
aperture and repeller plates. The ion trajectories within the source can be controlled by potentials
on the repeller plates. All source components (with the exception of the external magnet) are
constructed of stainless steel and high purity alumina, with only stainless steel directly exposed to
ion or electron impact.
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Gas is introduced to the ion source through a stainless steel tube at a rate controlled by
a leak valve. For most of the present experiments, the gas was pure (99%) nitric oxide. For one
e_ent, the "gas" was room-temperature vapor from a vial of n-Butyl nitrite, CH3(CH2)3ONO
(95% purity in the liquid phase). The gas pressure in the source is measured only indirectly. Input
pressure is monitored by a pirani gauge on the low pressure side of the leak valve, and gas
effusing from the source is monitored by an ionization gauge on the outer vacuum chamber near
the source. Calibration of these two pressure indicators in terms of gas density within the
ionization volume was made using the total ionization cross s_'tions of C02 2g and of 0229 by
measuring the electron current and ion currents in the source with alternate bias voltages on the
repeller plates as a function of source gas pressure for these gases. The ion gauge response was
scaled for the relative ionization cross sections 30 of 02 and NO to derive the NO gas pressure in
the ion source, which is probably accurate to within a factor of two. The combination of source
gas pressure, ion residence time within the source (repeller voltage), and electron ionization energy
is used to control the state distribution within the NO + ion beam.
OBSERVATIONS AND DISCUSSION
Figure 1 shows the fragment kinetic energy release spectnnn observed from the
dissociative charge transfer reaction (1), where the NO + ions are created by electron impact on low
pressure (0.1 roT) NO gas at selected electron energies. A relatively high ion source repeller
voltage (20 V) was used for these spectra to minimize the source residence times of the nascent
NO + ions. 31 At the higher electron impact energies, the DCT spectrum is rather complex and not
fully identified, owing to the paucity of information 3,17,32 on the Rydberg series (both doublet and
quartet states) converging to the many excited states of NO +. However, a qualitative explanation
of the spectrum can be made. The features that appear at W > 3 eV must arise from the production
of the high energy B 1FI and c3H states by electron impact at energies > 20 eV. These states are
highly populated in the ionization of NO as demonstrated by their prominence in the photoelectron
_4 Allowed radiative transitions are possible from each of these states to lower electronic
states in NO +, but the radiative lifetimes for such wansitions are not known. Given that the
intensity associated with these features in the DCT spectrum decreases abruptly with the decrease
in nominal electron-impact energy between 30 eV and 22 eV, with no corresponding change in the
DCT features at W < 3eV, suggests that such radiative transitions are slow relative to the -20 _ts
transit time of the ions from the source to the Cs charge-transfer cell. At lower energies, seven
electronic states of NO + lie in the region of 15.7 - 18.1 eV and are also prominent in the
photoelectron spectrum. Six of these states are known 2,5 to have long radiative lifetimes (>801J.s)
and if formed, should participate in the dis,sodative charge transfer. Electron capture into
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predissocizaed NO 3F_. Rydberg smms built on the elan'on configurations of these long-Lived
exciter ion sta_cs give rise to the feana'cs in the DCT specu'um at energy releases in the range 1 eV
< W < 3 eV. These features change very little as the nominal electron impact energy is de_
from I00 eV to -15 eV. Reducing theelectronimpact energy below the energeticthresholdfor
creatingthemetastableion statesallowsobservationofthefew low W featm'esthatcan bc clearly
identifiedwith DCT of NO + XIz + ground state.
As isthe caseforotherdiammic molecularions,thenearresonantproduct channelfor
electroncaptureof NO + from ground stateCs isthe3so Rydbcrg state.For theelectronically-
excitedNO + states,thesenear-resonantproductchannelslieabove thedissociation limitand give
riseto the strongfeaturesobserved inFig.1. However, forneutralizationof the NO+ XIZ +
ground electronicstate,the (X+)3so Rydberg state,A2Z +,lies1.02eV below the dissociation
limitand near-resonantDCT ispossibleonlyfrom rovibrationalevelsabove v:3, N:26. The
lowestenergy product channelsabove thedissociationlimitaccessibletothe ground vibrational
levelarc the (3po)X + and (3pg)X + Rydberg states,which arclabelledthe C2yI and D2Z + states,
respectively.Since productionof thesestatesrequiresan energy defectof order IeV for
neutralizationby ground stateCs, thechargetransfercrosssectionsarcsmall incomparison tothe
3so channel. This largedifferenceincrosssectionisthemason forthecomplete dominance in
Fig. 1 of Rydbcrg seriesassociatedwith NO+ excitedstates,even though thesestatesrepresent
lessthan 50/% of theion beam. I0
Observation of the fragments from the C and D states is problematic because the energy
releases arc so smaLL The D(v--0) state would produce fragment energy releases of only W > 0.12
eV and the releases from C(v:0) arc yet smaller, C(v:0,N:3), the first level above the dissociation
limit, would produce an energy release of only 0.0006 cV. Under the conditions in Fig. 2, the
separations of such fragrncnts lie below the cut-off of the detector and the peak that appears in the
12.5 V spectrum is actually the dissociation of C(v:l) with W > 0.285 eV. In order to effectively
observe the low energy fragments, the apparatus was modified by extending the flight distance to
the detector by an additional 100 cm, yielding a total flight distance L : 260.5 cm and a minimum
detectable kinetic energy release of 60 meV from a 5 keV NO beam. Figure 2 shows the portion of
theDCT spectrum in therange 0 < W < 0.5eV thatwas acquiredwith thisextended flightdistance
at_ pressuresof NO inthe ion source(3.5roT,7 roT,and 15 roT)and nominal 50 eV electron-
impact ionization.For thesespectra,therepellerfieldintheion sourcewas reduced toa minimum
(--0V). The combination of high NO pressureand longsourceresidencetime maximizes the
number of ion-molecule reactions(charge-transfer)thatcan occur withintheion sourceand thus
maximizes the amount of relaxationof theNO +bearn. At thelowestpressureseveraldistinct
featuresappear in the spectrum thatare labelledC(0),C(1),A(4), and D(1). The C(0) feature,
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which lies at the lowest energy release, arises from neutralization of NO + X(v=0) to produce the
C(vffi0) (3p_)X + Rydberg state, which predissociates. Due to the detector cut-off, only rotational
levels N > 14 arc observable, but the combination of small W and long flight distance allows a
complete resolution of the individual rotational levels, which appear as the sharp structure between
threshold and W ~ 0.3 eV. At higher energy, the feature labelled C(1) arises from neutralization of
NO + X(v=l) into the first excited vibrational level of the C state. The weak feature labelled D(1)
may be evidence of capture into the corresponding level of the (3pa)X + D state. Finally, the
narrow fe.attn_ labelled A(4) is associated with the near-resonant production of the (3sc_)X +
A(v--4) Rydberg state from v--4 of the NO + ground state. This feature masks any possible
contribution from D(0) in the low pressure spectra, since both levels would produce roughly the
same energy release. Thus the DCT spectrum allows a full range of vibrational excitation in the
NO + ion beam to be monitored. A comparison of the three spectra in Fig. 2 shows that features
associated with the neutralization of vibrationally excited NO + rapidly decrease with increasing ion
source pressure. Such a decrease over this range of pressure requires a rate constant for
vibrational quenching of-10 "I0 cm3/s. This rate is comparable to those measured 33 for vibrational
quenching of O_ in 02, which would be expected from the similarities in the NO+/NO and O_/02
charge-wansfer reactions. 3# In contrast, this rate is three orders of magnitude larger than that
estimated from optical measurements.14
Somewhat higher resolution is achieved in the DCT specu'um by lowering the NO + ion
beam energy to 4 keV. The resulting spectrum is shown in Fig. 3, which was acquired using 32
eV electron-impact on 15 mT of NO gas with minimum repeller field in the ion source. Two
prominent features appear in the spectrum that can be uniquely assigned to the production and
subsequent predissociation of the (3pg)X + C21"IRydberg state in its ground and first excited
vibrational levels. The intense low energy feature is highly structmed, showing the resolution of
the individual rotational levels in C21"l(v=0). The apparatus resolution is roughly constant in
AW/W, hence the resolution has sufficiently degraded for the higher energy releases produced by
the vibrationaLly excited C2I'l(v=l) levels that the individual rotational levels produce only an
unresolved envelope. The stick spectra shown in the upper pordon of the figure indicate the
relative (apparent) populations and the absolute energy positions of the rotational levels in the two
vibrational levels, that are obtained by fitting the observed kinetic energy release spectrum to the
apparatus function and a rotational population distribution of 400K. The lowest energy feature in
the C21"I(v=0) feature corresponds to N = 13, but lies too close to the apparatus cutoff for its
intensity to be considered reliable. The next higher rotational level, N = 14, is therefore chosen as
the normalization point to obtain the relative intensities of the dissociation fragments from the two
vibrational levels, yielding a ratio C2I'I(y-1) : C21"l(v=0) ffi3.3%. The significance of this ratio
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relies,however,on the dissociation rates of these Rydberg levels relative to their spontaneous
emission rates. Tsuldyama et ak 35 have measured the lifetimes of the C(0) levels immediately
above and below the dissociation limit and find decay rates consistent with the C(0) levels being
>90 % predissociated. Furthermore, de Vivic and Pcycrimhoff 36 have calculated that the
predissociationrateforC(0) should increasewithrotation.Thereforeitisreasonabletoexpectthat
thepopulationinthe higherrotationalevelsobserved hereforC(0) accuratelyreflectsthe
population produced in this state. The lifetime of the C(1) levds is found 37 to be more than an
orderof magnitude shorterthanthatof theprcdissociatedlevelsinC(0);hence thisvibrationalevel
can be assumed completely dissociated.Thus, therelativeintensitiesof C(0) and C(1) dissociation
products should accurately reflect the relative populations in these levels and the relative vibrational
populations in the ground electronic state of NO + . In the absence of radiative cascade, direct
ionization of NO is expected to produce a nascent population distribution in the NO + XIz + v=0
and v=l levels of 1 : 2, as observed in the photoelectron spectrum 38 and predicted from the
Franck-Condon factors for the ionizing transitions. Thus the observed ratio of I : 0.033
demonstrates a rather complete quenching of vibrational excitation by collisions within the ion
SOUrCC.
One interestingaspectof theDCT spectrum inFig.3 isthatonly a very weak contribution
isobserved from the D2Z+(v=0) level.Fragments from J=7.5 of thisstatecontributeto a
broadening of the fragment peak near W = 0.123 eV and fragments from J=14.5 are completely
resolved as the small peak near W = 0.160 eV, as are several other rotational levels in the spectrum
The D2Z + state is the (3po)X + Rydberg state and since its formation in the charge transfer
neutralization of NO + X by Cs has nearly the same energy defect as that for the (3plr)X + C state,
one might expect it to appear at roughly 50% the intensity of the C state, reflecting its relative
statistical weight, as is the case for formation of the (3pg)X + G31"Iu and (3po)X + D3_ states in
N2 .39 The very weak appearance of the D 25"-+state here in the case of NO suggests that the ratio
of its predissociation to radiation rate is quite small. This is consistent with the fluorescence
measurements of Callear and Pilling. 40
A second notable feann'c in the DCT sp_ is that the two spin-orbit components of the
Rydberg C(0) state are strongly mixed with valence B2FI3/2(v=7) and must be described in terms
of a p--complex 41 for rotational levels below N = 7. For the relatively high rotational levels
observed here, the perturbation is insignificant and the C(0) can be treated as an independent state.
This is underscored by the fact that no evidence of B(7) levels is observed in the DCT spectrum, as
would be expected on the basis of its valence character in the higher rotational levels.
High vibrational excitation in the ground state of NO+ is evidenced by the feature A(4) that
appears prominently in the 3.5 mT spectrum shown in Fig. 2. At even lower pressures (not
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shown)this featureisyetmoreprominentandthefeaturelabelledD(1) bothstrengthensand
narrows. Indeed, at low pressure the D(1) feature can b¢ more appropriately be labeUed A(5). As
noted above, the (3so)X + Rydberg state A2Z + is the ne,ar-resonant product chauncl in the charge-
transfer re.action of NO + X lye+ with Cs. Thus it allows a much more efficient transfer of ion
population into neuu'al dissociation products. The appearance of A(4) in the DCT spectrum is the
first evidence that this level dissociates. This contrasts with recent lifedmc mcasuren_nts 35 that
concluded that the A state does not undo'go predissociation. There is, however, some evidence to
support predissociation. Tsuldyama ¢t al.35 have measured lifetimes for A(3) and A(4) of 164 ns
and 137 ns, respectively, but have attributed the large decrease to the variation in the A-X transition
moment with internucleardistance.Langhoff ctal.42 and more recentlyShcchy etal. 43 have made
ab initiocalculationsofthevibrationaldependence intheA stateradiativelifetimeand predictless
than a 2% differenceintheradiativelifetimesofthesetwo levels.Ifwe attributethemuch larger
observed decreasetoprcdissociation,thentheA(4) levelwould bc 16% predissociatcd.One
unusual aspectof theA(4) featureisthatitisquitenarrow. Given thattherotationalconstant't4for
A(4) iscomparable tothat45of C(0),thesefeaturesshouldexhibita similarshape inthe DCT
spectrum. In reality,theA(4) featureismuch narrower,with no evidence of high rotationalevels.
This suggestseitherthatthepredissociationrateforA(4) decreaseswith rotationor thatthe
Rydberg characterof thisstatedecreaseswithrotation,therebydeceasing itscharge-transfercross
section.
Finally,theutilityof thecesium DCT spectrum inmonitoring ion beam internalenergy is
illustratedinFig.4. The upper spectrum in thisfigureisthe kineticenergy releaseproduced by
NO +,createdby 100 cV electronimpact on NO gas at0.IreTort,neutralizedin Cs ata beam
energy of4 keV. In thelower portionofthefigu_ isthekineticenergy rele,asc spectrum obtained
under identicalconditions,but with theNO+ beam createdby electronimpact on n-Butylnitrite(n-
BuONO). Following mcasurcmcnts ofthe totalcharge transfercrosssectionof NO + with various
targetsat2.8 keV, Thean and Johnson46 have concluded thatelectron-impacton n-butylnitrate
produces a predominantly ground stateNO + ionbeam, whereas >40 eV dcctron-impact on NO gas
produces 45% of theion beam in long-livedNO + excitedstates.A comparison of thetwo spectra
in Fig.4 shows thatindeed thepopulationof electronically-excitedNO+ statesisreduced by about
a factorof threeby preparingthe be,am from n-butylnitrate.However, theseexcitedelccn'onic
statesarc clearlynoteliminatedfrom theion beam and then-Butyl nitritereagentalsoproduces a
degree of vibrationalexcitationintheground stateionsthatisatleastcomparable tothatformed by
high energy electronimpact ionizationofNO gas.
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FIGURE
1.
°
°
.
CAPTIONS
Kinetic energy release spectra observed for a 4 keV NO + beam neutralized in Cs vapor with a
fragment flight distance L ffi 164 cm. The NO + ions were produced by electron impact on
NO gas, at low pressure (0.1 mr) and high repeller voltage (40 V/cm) to minimize quenching
within the ion source, using eight electron acceleration voltages ranging from 12.5 V
(bottom) to 100 V (top). Those features attributable to Rydberg states built on the ground
state ion core appear only at W < I eV.
Kinetic energy release spectra observed for a 5 keY NO + beam neutrafized in Cs vapor with a
fragment flight distance L = 260 cm. The NO+ ions were created by 50 eV electron impact
on NO gas at three pressures and a minimum repeller field (-0.2 V/cm) in the ion source.
Features identified with the n=3 Rydberg states of NO are labelled in the figure by the state
name and vibrational quantum number.
Kinetic energy release spectrum observed for 4 keY NO+ neutralized in Cs with L = 260 cm.
The ions were formed by 32 eV electron impact on NO gas at 15 mT pressure and minimum
repeller field. Rotational level energies are given by the stick specwa in the upper portion of
the figure for the (3p_)X + C2H(v=0,1) and (3ps)x + D2_+(v----0) levels.
Kinetic energy release spectra observed for 4 keV NO+ neutralized in Cs with L = 164 cm.
The NO+ beam for the upper spectrum was produced by 100 eV elecu'on impact on NO gas
at low (0.1 mT) pressure and high repeller voltage (40 V/cm). The NO+ beam for the lower
spectrum was prepared under identical source conditions by electron impact on n-Butyl nitrite
vapor.
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APPENDIX C
+
DISSOCIATIVE CHARGE TRANSFER OF 0 2 (v=0) IN Cs(6s) AND Cs(6p)
PRODUCTION OF A QUENCHED O_ BEAM.
At very low ion source pressures and 100 eV electron impact, the O_" ion beam arriving at
the charge transfer cell is composed of two electronic states, X2Flu and a41"Iu, each with a rather
broad vibrational population distribution. I-3 For the case of charge transfer in Cs, the dominant
process is near resonant electron capture into the 3sa Rydberg states:
O_(X2Flg,v +) + Cs _ 02 (3s6)X+(v *) (la)
O_(a4Flu,v +) + Cs _ O2(3,51"lu,v *) (3s_)a +, (lb)
where X + and a+ denote the electronic configuration of the molecular core of the 02 Rydberg
states: X + = ...(3_g)2(l_u)4(17rg) 1 and a+ = ...(3Og)2(l_u)3(l_g) 2. The (3so)X + Rydberg states
are the C3FIg and dlFlg, which are separated in energy only by 0.1 eV and all levels of each are
rapidly predissociated. 1 The (3so)a + Rydberg states are the 131Iu and 15Flu states, which are also
near-degenerate. The 151"Iu state levels are rapidly predissociated. The 13Flu state levels
predissociate also, but autoionization effectively competes with this process in some of the
vibrational levels. 2
The ground vibrational levels in the (3sa)X + states that dissociate to O(1D) + O(3p) and
O(3p) + O(3P) give rise to fragments with kinetic energies of 1.07 eV and 3.03 eV respectively.
On the other hand, the (3so)a + Rydberg states dissociating to these same limits give rise to
fragments with kinetic energies of 5.33 eV and 7.01 eV, respectively. Higher vibrational levels in
these states produce fragments with correspondingly higher kinetic energy releases. Since the
product states are Rydberg states on the parent ion core, their rovibrational eigenstates are
essentially identical to those of the ion. Consequently, the Franck-Condon factors for vertical
transitions in the electron capture are diagonal (v* = v +) and the energy defect for the charge
transfer reaction remains constant for each set of vibrational levels. As a result, the population
distribution in the reactant ion beam is mirrored both in the population distribution of the Rydbergs
and in the observed fragment intensities of the kinetic energy release spectrum. Although the
branching among the accessible dissociation limits varies somewhat with state and vibrational
level, a rather good qualitative indication of the population distribution in the X+(v=0-8) ions is
obtained by the relative peak heights of the O(ID) + O(3p) fragments that fall in the range of 1.1 <
C-1
W < 2.8eV. Similarly, thevibrationaldistribution in the a+ ions is qualitatively given by the peak
heights of the O(3p) + O(3P) fragments that fall in the range 7.0 < W < 8.0 eV. These individual
vibrational levels are largely unresolved in the spectrum shown at the top of Fig. 1, which is
obtained at very low ion source pressure with a minimum of quenching. It can be seen that the
relative fragment intensities of the X + and a+ Rydbergs are roughly comparable in this spectrum.
Given that the concentrations of the X + and a+ states arc expected by be essentially equal in the
unquenched O; beam, 3 the charge transfer cross sections must also be comparable.
As mentioned above, an extensive vibrational distribution is produced in both the X + and
a+ states by the process of 100 eV electron impact and the radiative cascade of short-lived excited
states during extraction from the ion source and the 15 Its flight time to the charge transfer cell. In
fact, contributions from high vibrational levels of the (3sc_)X + states dissociating to O(1D) + O(3p)
overlap those energy releases from the low vibrational levels dissociating to O(3p) + O(3p) in the
region of W ~ 3 eV. This vibrational excitation can be quenched by operating the ion source at
higher 02 pressures.
The resulting energy release spectra obtained at four different ion source pressures arc
shown in Fig. 1. It can be seen that increasing source pressure clearly affects the vibrational
population distribution in the X + state, channeling more population into the ground vibrational
level. This is expected from charge transfer reactions within the ion source:
O_'(X2Hg,vr) + 02(X31;g,v=0) _ O2(X3Xg,v) + O_(XgHg,vp). (2)
The net effect of the reaction is to produce, on average, a product ion in a lower vibrational
level than that of the reactant, Vp < Vr,4 primarily because the vibrational spacing in the neutral is
smaller than that in the ion. The rate constants for this quenching of X+(vr=l) and X+(vr=2) ions
have been measuredSto be 3 x 10 -10 and 4 x 10 -10 cm3/s, respectively. At the highest pressure, 26
mT, nearly all of the X + population is in the ground vibrational level, with < 10% remaining in
X+(v=l). In contrast, little if any, vibrational quenching seems to occur for the a+ state levels, as
evidenced by the shape of the feature near W - 7.5 eV, which remains largely unchanged at the
various pressures, apart from decreasing in intensity. Several reactions of the a+ ions are possible
within the ion source:
C-2
O{(a+ 4nu,vr) + O-2(x3zg_,v--0) --_ O2(X3Eg,V) + O2(a+4nu,vp) (3a)
+ 4O_(a rlu,Vr) + 02(X3Eg,v--0) + O2(A3Eu+,A'3Au,v) + o_(x2rIg,vp) (3b)
.4-
O_'(a4nu, v_4) + 02(x3z_,v=0) _ 0 3 + o (3c)
The symmetric charge transfer reaction (3a) is probably rapid, however it has never been
explicitly observed experimentally. It most likely does not lead to a vibrational quenching of the
ions because the vibrational overlap between the lower vibrational levels of the O_ a4Flu and 02
X3Zg states is poor and the vibrational spacing of the neutral is substantially greater than that of the
ion. Thus (3a) would serve only to remove kinetic energy from O_ a4I'lu during its drift through
the ion source. In contrast, the near resonant channels in the asymmetric charge transfer reaction
(3b) have very good vibrational overlaps and produce a conversion of the ion from the metastable
a4I'lu state to the O_ X2I-lg ground electronic state, most likely in its lowest vibrational levels. The
rate constant for this reaction has been measured to be 3 x 10 -10 em3/s at low collision energies, 6
which is comparable to the vibrational quenching rate of the ground state ion, Reaction (2), and
+
roughly 1/3 of the Langevin (collision) rate. Finally, reaction of the metastable O_ to produce 0 3
is exothermic for levels above Vr=4. Dehmer and Chupka 7 have made a detailed study of the
vibrational dependence of this reaction and estimate its rate at approximately <_5% of the Langevin
rate, i.e. at __0.5 x 10"10 cm3/s. Overall, the expectation of the O_ a4ylu reactions (3) are consistent
with the observed loss of these ions with little quenching of their vibrational excitation, as indicated
by the ker spectra in Fig. 1.
The changes in vibration population of the O_ reactant that is probed by the Cs charge
transfer reaction (1) can be modeled for the changes in ion source pressure by a solution of the
coupled rate equations 8 for reactions (2) and (3) and the known rate constants for these reactions,
given above, with the following presumptions: (a) the vibrational quenching of the O_ X state
occurs stepwise in single vibrational quanta, i.e. vp = Vr -1; (b) the quenching rates for Vr > 2 are 5
x 10-10 cm3/s; (c) the vibrational distribution of X + produced by reaction (3b) is given by the
X21-lg(V) 6-- X3_g(V---0) Franck-Condon factors; and (d) the initial vibrational populations in O_
X2yIg and a4Flu are those given in Table 1 of Walter et al 3 and Table 2 of van der Zande et al 2,
respectively. From the known mobility of O_ in 02,9 these rates are consistent with an effective
applied electric field within the ion source of 0.2 V/cm, which presumably arises from contact
potentials within the source volume and field penetration from the acceleration lens system.
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Fromreaction(3b), theeffectof O_a4Flustateionsproducedby theinitial electronimpact
is to retardthevibrationalquenchingof thegroundstateions. This is theprimaryreasonwhyonly
--90%of theion beamis relaxedinto thegroundvibrationallevelatthehighestpracticalsource
pressureof 26mT. A furtherreductionin thevibrationalexcitationrequirestheeliminationof this
precursor.This is accomplishedbyreducingtheelectronimpactenergyfor theionizationfrom
100eV to avaluenominallybelowthethresholdfor theproductionof this stateat 16.2eV. The
combinationof high02 pressureandlow electronimpactenergywasableto reducethepopulation
in X+(v=l) to <3 %of theion population,with immeasurablysmallpopulationsin v > 1, aswill
beshownin asubsequentsection.An equivalentdegreeof quenchingcanalsobeachievedby
producingtheX÷ beamin ahighpressurehollow cathodedischarge,aswill bediscussedbelow.
At theselow fractionalpopulations,theionvibrationalpopulationsderivedfromtheDCT spectra
canonly beconsideredto beupperlimits,dueto thepossibilityof non-diagonalFranck-Condon
transitionsin thechargetransferreaction.
NotethattheDCT spectrumof O_X2Flg,(V--0)shouldconsistof only two features:
unresolvedor partiallyresolveddoubletfeaturesatW = 1.1eV andW = 3.0eV correspondingto
thepredissociationof thenear-degenerated,C 1,3Fig(V=0)levelsto O(1D)+ O(3P)andO(3p)+
O(3P),respectively.Thesetwo featuresarein factobservedin thehighestpressurespectrumof
Fig. 1, butanumberof otherfeaturesalsoappearin theregionsof W - 1.6,2.3,and4.3 eV.
Thesefeaturesareidentifiedasthepredissociationof (3p_.)X÷(v---0)Rydbergstatelevels.
LASER EXCITATION OF THE CS TARGET
Charge transfer reactions at keV energies are characterized by relatively large cross sections
for the formation of product states that can be produced by the simple addition of a single electron
to the reactant ion and for which the energy defect e in the reaction is nearly zero. Such charge
transfer reactions are described as near resonant, or resonant for the case of e = 0. In this near
resonant limit, the charge exchange takes place at large impact parameters, with little if any
perturbation of the internuclear separation in the reactant ion. At keV energies, the time scale of the
collision is short, compared to the nuclear vibrational period. Hence the product state vibrational
distribution is characterized by the Franck-Condon factors for the recombination transition.
The advantages of Cs as a charge transfer target are twofold. First, the atom has a very
large polarizability, which contributes a large attractive ion-induced dipole (R "4) force to the
charge-transfer collision. Secondly, the ionization potential of this species, which is the lowest of
any stable, ground state atom, is 3.89 eV. The significance of this is illuminated if we consider the
possible product states that would be produced by resonant charge transfer. For this case of zero
energy defect, the product state must lie approximately[Kimura] 3.8939 eV below the reactant ion
C-4
state. Considering the traditional definition of Rydberg states, the resonance condition is met when
the product state is a Rydberg state with an effective quantum number n* of:
n*=n-_-
ge
(4)
where 8 is the quantum defect, R is the Rydberg constant (109735.4 cm -1 for O2), and IPtarget is
the ionization potential for the charge transfer target. For the case of ground state Cs(6s) as the
target, Eq. (4) yields an effective quantum number n* - 1.869, implying a quantum defect of 8 =
1.131 for the lowest energy Rydberg state n = 3. This corresponds almost exactly to that expected
for the 3so Rydberg states in most diatomic molecules, and is responsible for the facile production
of the (3so)X + Rydberg states dlI-lg and C3I'lg and the (3so)a + Rydberg states for the present
case of 02. Changing the charge transfer target changes the IP, and therefore n*, for the remnant
channel, but any increase in IP above that of Cs(6s) necessarily moves the region of resonance
beyond the range of any Rydberg states. However, optical excitation of the Cs(6s) into an excited
state, Cs*, effectively lowers the ionization potential, giving remnant access to Rydberg states
with larger effective quantum numbers. In the present experiment, the Cs(6s) was optically excited
to the 6p 2Pit2 or 2P3r2 states by pumping the resonance lines at 8946/_ or 8523/_, respectively,
with the beam of a Ti:Sapphire laser introduced into the Cs vapor oven colinear with the reactant
ion beam. Reactions with these Cs* states give resonant access to n* = 2.329 or 2.362, i.e. to
n=3 Rydberg states with quantum defects of _i = 0.671 or _ = 0.638, respectively. These are close
to the expectedl 0 quantum defects of 0.54 and 0.68 for the 3po and 3p_ Rydberg states of 02. In
comparison to the reactions with ground state Cs, reaction with Cs* greatly increases the energy
defect for the productign of the 3so Rydberg states (8 - 1.1) and greatly decreases that for the
production of the 3d_. Rydberg states (_i - 0.1). The expectation is that the magnitude of the
charge transfer cross section varies inversely with the magnitude of the energy defect in the
reaction. 11-13
The effects of laser excitation of the Cs target at the 8523/_ resonance lines is shown in
Fig. 2. The spectrum was acquired by repetitively chopping the laser beam and separately
accumulating the dissociation products during the laser on and laser off periods. The spectrum
shown in Fig. 2 is the difference resulting from the subtraction of the fragments acquired during
these two periods, with the d,C1Flg feature near W = 1.1 eV and W = 3.0 eV in the laser-on
spectrum normalized to the same features in the laser-off spectrum prior to subtraction. This
normalization is necessary for clarity in the difference spectrum, because the smaller charge-
transfer cross sections for producing the (3sc_)X + Rydberg states with Cs(6p) would otherwise
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producelarge,negative-goingfeaturesfor thesestatesin thedifferencespectrum.As anticipated
above, there is no effect on the DCT spectrum when the laser is tuned to a wavelength other than
that within the absorption profile of the Cs resonance line (the difference spectrum is zero). When
the laser is tuned to the resonance line, the magnitude of the spectral changes depends on the laser
flux transmitted through the Cs vapor along the path of the ion beam. Due to the restrictions of the
apparatus, the laser beam enters the vacuum system approximately 2 meters from the charge
transfer cell and must the transmitted through the ion beam optics to reach the cell Further, there
was no way to monitor the fraction of laser power arriving at or passing through the cell, except
for the changes it induced in the flux of dissociation fragments. Moreover, the (time-averaged)
bandwidth of the laser (--0.3 cm -1) was very much broader than the resonance line. As a result,
fractional excitation of the Cs vapor varied with the (intrinsically unstable) distribution of
transverse modes of the laser. Consequently, there was no way to quantitatively relate spectral
changes to laser flux. Qualitatively, the spectral changes were roughly proportional to laser power
and the distribution of the kinetic energy releases was independent of laser power and alignment.
Regarding the 3sa features that appear as doublets in Fig. 1 at W ~ 1.1 eV and W - 3.0 eV,
it is noted that they are depicted by the Cs* excitation and that the fractional change in each of these
features is identical. This is expected since the intensity change in the energy release feature must
reflect the change in population of the d,C (v=0) product state levels produced by the charge
transfer. In contrast, the other features in the DCT spectrum are enhanced by the Cs* excitation,
and it is noted that the degree of enhancement varies from feature to feature, and indeed, within
features. The overall enhancement of these features demonstrates that they arise from the
production of Rydberg states with higher effective quantum numbers than the 3s¢_ states. The
preliminary identification of these states is shown in Fig. 2.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
1. Kinetic energy release spectra observed from the charge transfer of 5 keV O5 in Cs vapor for
four pressures of 02 gas in the electron impact ion source operating at 100 eV electron impact
energy. Features appearing in the spectra with W < 5 eV and W > 5 eV arise from
predissociated 3sog Rydberg levels built on the O'_ X2I'lg(v) and a41"Iu(v) cores. Tick marks
indicate the energy releases produced by specific vibrational levels in these states dissociating
to O(1D) + O(3p) and O(3p) + O(3p) products. Additional features appear in the high
pressure (26 mT) spectrum due to the nonresonant charge transfer production of 3p_. and
3dZ Rydberg states, as indicated in the figure.
2. Kinetic energy release spectrum observed from the charge transfer of 5 keV O5 in laser-
excited Cs(6p) vapor. The O5 ion beam composition was >98% X2yIg(v=0). The laser
exciting the Cs vapor at 853 nm was chopped to acquire this spectrum. The cross sections
for the production of 02 Rydberg states at energies higher than (3S_g)X + are enhanced in the
charge transfer with excited Cs. The energy releases and atomic product states produced by
the predissociation of these Rydberg states are labeled.
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